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Bartleby, Scrivener Author(s) Herman Melville English Language Country United States Genre Story Publisher Putnam magazine issue November 1853 Clerk or Bartleby Clerk is a short story by American writer Herman Melville (1819-1891). The story first appeared, anonymously, in the American magazine Putnam's Magazine, divided into two parts. The first part was published in
November 1853 and completed in publication in December of the same year. The novel was re-published in the book The Piazza Tales in 1856 with small changes. Inspiration Story seems inspired, in part, by Melville's reading of works by Ralph Waldo Emerson, and some still draw concrete parallels to Emerson's essay Transcendentalist. Plot Narrator, a former lawyer who
commands a comfortable business where he helps rich men deal with mortgages and property titles, tells the story of the strangest man he's ever known. The narrator has two officials, Nippers and Turkey. Nippers suffer from chronic digestion and Turkey is drunk, but the office survives because in the morning Turkey is always sober despite Nippers being angry, in the afternoon
Nippers calm down and Turkey get drunk. And office boy Ginger Nut, who had this name because of cookies (a cookie type flavored with ginger) that he took on his boss. Turkey (turkey), Nippers (pliers) and Ginger Nut (biscuits) are nicknames. The narrator publishes an ad looking for a new official, that's when Bartleby seems willing to take office. A seemingly desperate old man
hires a young man hoping his peace will affect other officials. Initially, Bartleby turns out to be effective and interested, performing an extraordinary amount of work as if suddenly he was hungry for something to read and write; They seemed to want to absorb the documents that had been delivered to him. One day, when the narrator asks Bartleby to review the documentary, the
young man simply replies: 'I'd rather not. It's the first of Bartleby's many other rejections. To the narrator's dismay and irritation at other officials, Bartleby performs less and less of his duties in office. The narrator tries several times to understand Bartleby and learn about him, but the young man always repeats the same phrase when asked to do his homework or provide
information about him: I'd rather not do it. Over the weekend, as the narrator walks past the office, he discovers that Bartleby lives on the spot. Bartleby's life of solitude touches the narrator: at night and on Sunday, Wall Street is as teasy as a ghost town. Now he's sorry or angry about Bartleby's bizarre behavior. Meanwhile, Bartleby continues to deny the job they have do, always
reply with I'd rather not do it. This continues until it reaches the point where Bartleby does absolutely nothing. But the narrator still won't sak young Bartleby. A reluctant official has a special supremacy over his boss, and the narrator feels he can't do anything to hurt his desperate employee. The urgency increases when the narrator's collaborators wonder about Bartleby's presence
in the office, adding that the young man does nothing. Predicting that his reputation could be destroyed, the narrator found himself obliged to act. However, his attempts to satin bartleby are ineffective. Then the narrator moves the office to a new address, thinking there's a way to get rid of Bartleby. Although it works for the narrator, as Bartleby doesn't watch, the new tenants of
the narrator's old office ask the narrator for help, as Bartleby doesn't want to leave the old office. Although bartleby's new tenants were evicted, he simply returned through the lobby. The narrator goes to Bartleby in a last attempt to get along with him, but Bartleby rejects him. The narrator decides to stay out of work for a few days, afraid to engage in new tenants' campaigns to
avoid Bartleby. When he returns, he sees that Bartleby has been arrested for refusing to leave his old office. In prison, Bartleby looks even more melancholy than before. He rejects the narrator's friendship. The narrator, however, bribes the policeman who takes care of Bartleby to make sure the young man is well fed; After a few days he returns and discovers that Bartleby has
died - he would rather not eat and starve to death. Some time later, the narrator hears a rumor that atones for the judgment of Bartleby's life. The young man worked in the Dead Letter Office (a place where letters go that can't be sent to recipients or returned to senders for a variety of reasons) but lost his job. The narrator realizes that dead leaves would make someone with
Bartleby's temperament into a great melancholy. Letters are symbols of our mortality and failure of our good intentions. Through Bartleby the narrator looked at the world as poor officials see him. The last words of the story are from the narrator: Ach Bartleby! Ach humanity! The adaptation of The Story was made into a film twice: first in the 1970s, with Paul Scofield and then in
2001, with Crispin Glover. In 1999, The Bartolomeu de Depoimentos, a Hip-Hop theatre company based in the city of São Paulo, premiered an adaptation of the text for the theater, with dramaturgy by Claudia Schapira and directed by Georgette Fadel, called Bartolomeu, What Did It Give?, a show presented in various SESC units, theaters around the country and excellent
newspaper reviews and excellent newspaper reviews and excellent newspaper reviews. renovation of the Brazilian theater designed the core. Actress Denise Stoklos performed an adaptation of this text and in 2011 she made a theatrical monologue, which was presented at the Teatro by SESC Consolação in Sao Paulo/SP. Influences Although the story did not become very
popular at the time of publication, Bartleby the scribe became one of the most famous American novels. It was considered a precursor to absurdism in literature, addressing various themes existing in Kafka's work, especially in the process and artist hunger. However, there is no evidence that Kafka was familiar with Melville, who was completely unknown until the death of the
German-speaking writer. Albert Camus explicitly cites Herman as a major influence on a personal letter written by Liselotte Dieckmann that was published in the French Review in 1998. Spanish writer Enrique Vila-Matas wrote the award-winning novel Bartleby & Co., which creates a catalog of many Bartlebys in literature: writers who give up writing, Literature No, writers who live
out of denial. These writers say they have Bartleby's syndrome. In modern political thinking, writers like Michael Hardt and Toni Negri gave examples, based on Bartleby, a revolutionary theme in the fight against imperialism and capitalism. It was adapted for the Alexander Gelman Theater and The Organic Theater Company in Chicago, Illinois. It premiered on March 16, 2007.
The short story Diamonds have come up with, by Luis Fernando Veríssimo, has a striking resemblance to the story of Bartleby. It tells the story of Ubiratan S., a civil servant who performs his tasks very bureaucraticly and seems to act in all spheres of his life: when he receives a phone call at dawn, he believes it is the death of an uncle and all he thinks is the change he will have
to make in his routine thanks to her. The calls and envelopes he receives from such Helgy, telling stories about diamonds and spies, at first, annoy him and he thinks it's a matter of unoccupied, but after realizing that he was being watched in an ice cream parlor, his attitude changes: The story ends with him becoming a spy and this radical attitude seems to have finally given a little
flavor to his life so far very erased: when he leaves looking for Helga, it's euphoric. These two stories show characters with rather bureaucratic vocations rejecting the banality of their daily lives, and the differences relate to the consequences of their attitudes: ubiratan S. leads him to have a slightly more exciting life; Bartleby's footprint, on the edge, for the rest of his life. Obtained
from
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